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Haynes offers the best coverage for cars, trucks, vans, SUVs and motorcycles on the market today.

Each manual contains easy to follow step-by-step instructions linked to hundreds of photographs

and illustrations. Included in every manual: troubleshooting section to help identify specific

problems; tips that give valuable short cuts to make the job easier and eliminate the need for special

tools; notes, cautions and warnings for the home mechanic; color spark plug diagnosis and an easy

to use index.

All small engines are similar and if you've had one of them apart, the others aren't that different or

difficult to figure out.The difficult part is finding the setting and specifications for each brand and

model of engine: Head bolt torque spec, crankshaft end play allowance, point, plug gap settings,

carburetor settings, Piston and bearing wear specs, etc.All of these specs are provided in this

manual in quick to access tables. This is a reference that will be by my bench all of the time and the

pages are probably going to get very stained from repeated use.

Great manual, no two stroke engines ( i.e. Lawn Boy ) covered by it though.



Good, practical handbook. The best all-around one that I have seen. An updated edition is

warranted.It is worty of consideration by DIY homeowners and novice mechanics.

priced right and received it in good condition

Perfect for the hobbyist who likes to work on his own equipment. The book paid for itself the first

time I used it.

The book was in excellent shape and I really like it. I do have two of the same book but one of the

books is damaged but it is not the new book I just bought from you guys. So yes I'm very satisfied

with my new book. Thank you very much for saving me time and money on buying this book.

Good general coverage of large variety of engines and basic mechanical instruction. I wish there

would have been an exploded graphic view of each engine, that always makes the maintenance

and instruction more clear and only takes up one page per engine. With all the coverage the book

contains, the instructions can be confusing and disjointed, but there are a lot, so should cover

anything you've got.

Not very up to date old print most of the illustration are the same as the ones I've bought 20year

ago, I purchase two different book, small engine up to 5HP and 5 through 20HP, both of the same

quality, new front cover old print old picture, One book was copied dated 1990 but the illustration are

well over 25-30yr old.I would have though after this long of time they could have updated the

material.Rip-off
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